Students, regents laud TAs merits

Amid complaints over a lack of professor contact, time, students go to bat for graduate assistants

The most common introductory courses are those taught by Teaching Assistants. Instructor tenure and regular staff will try to increase the contact, said Teresa Nelson, professor in the geology department. "The classroom equals better education to the student," she said.

Recent controversy about the amount of time UI professors spend in class has prompted the Iowa Board of Regents to increase the percentage of classes taught by TAs and professors. The teaching report, released on Friday by the board, shows 7 percent of classroom classes and 16 percent of TAs and regular staff teaching general education classes are taught by professors.

The issue of quality in the classroom is expected to be discussed at the Board of Regents meeting. Regent John Tyrrell said the board needs to do more to help TAs, but he knows of cases where the classroom is the way to inspire the students. "It’s not that the TAs are any less of teachers, but many times they do not have the breadth of experience that we want provided within the classroom.“

Regent John Tyrrell, on TAs in introductory-level classes

But because it is not the other, this may be rather inappropriate or in the classroom equals better education to the student. What the regents are interested in looking into the issues raised over how many courses are taught by TAs. In the future, we may want to look at the courses and the students in the classroom as a way to inspire the students. "It’s not that the TAs are any less of teachers, but many times they do not have the breadth of experience that we want provided within the classroom.“

Regent John Tyrrell, on TAs in introductory-level classes

UI students on the Pentacrest ignore the Mayflower Shuttle as they wait for another route. Cambus routes, when charged their routes, based on the number of passengers driven counted at the time of boarding.

Cambus changes irk students
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Sacrifice of magnolia tree for Faulkner statue causes uproar

By Stephen Hawkins Associated Press

OXFORD, Miss. — There was a sound and fire in William Faulkner's hometown on Sunday.

It wasn't a general strike, but rather a noise that echoed in the garage of one Oxford resident. The garage became the mayor's cut down a mag- nolia tree to mark the 100th anniversary of the birth of the Nobel Prize winner.

But for many, the sound of the ax was a reminder of the legacy that Faulkner left behind.

"I'm sure the mayor did it for the right reason," said Faulkner's great-grandson, Bruce Willis. "I think he did it with the best intentions and I think it was the right decision." Willis is an Oxford resident who was born in the town.

The mayor, former Oxford mayor, is a member of the Faulkner family.

"I'm not sure what he's doing, it's not something I really care about," Willis said. "I think it's a good idea to honor William Faulkner's memory, but I think it's important to remember the people he knew and loved."

Willis said he was surprised to hear that the mayor had cut down the magnolia tree.

"I was so absolutely knocked out by the news," he said. "I feel that the mayor should have consulted with the Faulkner family before making the decision."

The mayor's action comes amid a debate about the appropriateness of commemorating Faulkner's legacy.

"I think Faulkner's life and works are important and should be remembered," Willis said. "But I think it's important to do so in a way that honors his family and legacy."

The mayor's decision has been met with mixed reactions.

"I think it's a good idea to honor William Faulkner's memory," said one Oxford resident. "But I think it's important to remember the people he knew and loved."
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UI job fair offers valuable summer work

By Emily Shank

The days of summer internships are over. Now it's a job fair for the 1,000 Union Station hotel employees who were temporarily laid off.

Of those who lost their jobs, more than 100 local, regional and national companies have scheduled tables at the fair, which runs from 3 to 6 p.m. today.

"We're trying to get people back into the community as quickly as possible," said John Field, deputy general manager of the Union Station.

Field said the fair gives students with specific, concentrated interests the opportunity to do something new and different.

"Students should be encouraged," Field said. "They might not know if they should go to college before exploring if they can't afford it or is in their career field."

"This is the lastest trend of employment," said Field. "I've worked with employers for a great time to attract and retain students from a diverse audience.

"Companies are committed to tax cut

By Mary Pachuck

Brandywine Republicans are committed to tax cut

DER MINER — Gov. Terry Branstad is confident that his constituents are ready to accept the burden of a tax cut in exchange for a reduction of government services.

"You can't have your cake and eat it too," Branstad said. "If you're going to live in a country you want to work in, you need to have a job.
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**Forget chocolate; this temptation is tougher**

Is there a support group for this stuff?

---

**Expose yourself**

Don't be ashamed or afraid of being naked

---

**Viewpoints Extra: Sex and re**

---

**What's the best advice you ever received about sex and relationships?**

"Follow your heart and let the rest follow you."
- Bill Blass

"Wear a condom."
- Cheadle

"Keep it in your pants."
- Elisha Cuthbert

"Never turn to the TV for sexual advice."
- Sedaris

"Use your hands."
- Jillian Michaels

"Have sex with people who love you."
- Don't snuggle with your cat."
- Kevin Love

"Prep your body."
- Joan Rivers

"Prepare for the best, plan for the worst."
- Carol Burnett

"Get a Job."
- LeBron James

"Don't be afraid to be sexy."
- Shania Twain

"Be yourself, because nobody else can do it as well."
- Carol Burnett

---

**Remember how we showed off the skin above our thighs and we looked like we were ready for a bath but we didn't? Because everybody else was doing it?"

---

**The Daily**

- Tuesday, February 4, 1997

---

**O**

K, so here's the story. I've got this friend, and her name is and she's and and her name doesn't really matter, does it? So anyway, my friend, whose name doesn't really matter because it is impossible to spell, called the other day to tell me she was interested.

"I've wanted and thought to myself, 'She needs a support group."

[Image 0x0 to 1047x1766]
**The Inverse Proportion Law of Dating and other important dating rules**

**You too can become a stereotype!**

*How magazines have framed our sexuality*

_There is no greater nor keener pleasure than that of bodily love—and none which is more immodest._

Plato, from *The Republic*

---

**Title:** The Inverse Proportion Law of Dating

**Authors:** Brian Sutherland, Patrick Keller

**Publication Date:** [Available date]

**Summary:**

The essay explores the concept of dating stereotypes and how they are perpetuated through media representations. It discusses the notion of an "Inverse Proportion Law of Dating," which suggests that as one's attractiveness increases, the desirability of potential partners decreases, leading to a cycle of choosing less desirable partners which perpetuates the stereotype.

---

**Quotes:**

- "There was plenty of noticing going on, but that's just the first step. We'll still have a good idea about how to actually ask out anyone of the opposite sex."

- "There was a process to go through, and no one bothered to tell us what it was."

- "We're often taught that in order to get a date, you have to be attractive."

---

**Further Reading:**

- "The Secret Life of Men's Magazines and Other Important Dating Rules" by Brian Sutherland and Patrick Keller

---

**Additional Notes:**

- **Key Themes:** Dating stereotypes, media representations, and the inverse proportion law of dating.

--
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Rebels prepared for long siege in Peru

By Ana Snoj Associated Press

LIMA, Peru — Seventy-two men began their third month in captivity in Peru's most notorious prison, where the jailers say they keep a secret list of those who might try to escape. The prisoners have been held for more than a decade, some of them as long as 14 years.

They are among the 1,000 inmates held at the Lurigancho prison, which has been the focus of international attention since the 1992 hostage crisis in which the rebels seized control of the facility.

One of the most recent cases was the escape of seven inmates from the prison on June 20, 2002. They were caught by police within hours of their escape.

Since then, the number of inmates held at the prison has dropped to about 900, a reduction of about 10 percent.

The prisoners are members of the Shining Path, a Maoist group that was active in Peru from the early 1980s to the late 1990s. They were convicted of a wide range of crimes, including murder, terrorism, and armed robbery.

The Lurigancho prison is located in Lima's crowded Miraflores district, where it is often referred to as the "Jail of the Dead." It is considered one of the most dangerous prisons in Peru.

The prison is operated by the Ministry of the Interior, which has come under fire for its treatment of inmates. Human rights groups have accused the prison of violating the rights of inmates and failing to provide adequate medical care.

Last year, a group of inmates launched a hunger strike, demanding better living conditions and medical care. The strike lasted for several months and was eventually resolved with the help of the United Nations.

Today, the prisoners are still under the control of the Shining Path, which continues to operate in neighboring countries. The group is considered one of the most dangerous organizations in the world. 

---

Jean-Marie Brody/Associated Press

Young Zairians from the town of Kalene line up for the meetings. The town is one of the most affected by the civil war.

Zaire vows to escalate attacks

By By Isaac Susman

KINSHASA, Zaire — Government forces in Zaire are preparing to escalate their attacks on rebel forces in the country's east, the United Nations said Monday.

The UN mission in Zaire said that the government has ordered the military to intensify its operations in the eastern part of the country, where rebel forces have been active for months.

The UN mission said that the government has been receiving reports of rebel activity in the region, and that it is preparing to respond.

The UN said that the government has also been receiving reports of attacks by rebel groups in other parts of the country.

The UN mission warned that the situation could escalate quickly, and that it is important to prevent any further violence.

The government has been engaged in a civil war since 1998, when the rebel group called the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) launched an insurgency against the government. The conflict has claimed the lives of thousands of people and displaced millions from their homes.

The UN mission said that it is working to ensure that the government is following international humanitarian law and that it is taking all necessary steps to protect civilians.

The UN mission said that it is also working to facilitate the return of refugees and internally displaced people to their homes.

---

Summer Employment Fair

10:00 - 3:00 Main Lounge, IMU Wednesday, February 19
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Detroit news press requires ready to roll

By Coris Cole

DETROIT — The last of the six striking unions at Detroit's daily newspaper formally ended a seven-day strike by agreeing to a publishing company five-day plan to end the walkout.

The Newspaper Guild, representing 80 percent of the newspaper's press workers, said yesterday it would abide by the five-day plan agreed upon two days ago by the company and the remaining five unions. The guild had been the only union to reject the five-day deal.

"We've had a sit down today and reached what we did," said Ted Rulli, president of the guild. "We discussed the basic business and production questions for the Detroit News and it was decided that the guild will abide by the agreement, as we will sit down on the substance of it."

If the newspaper report the offer on Monday, it is expected that the National Labor Relations Board will seek a federal injunction to end the strike.

The guild officials said they did not intend to see the 1,300 replacement workers hired during the strike, and would only strike to return to work on jobs held before the strike.

But the board's regional director, William J. McGee, said the board had no plans to take any action.

"As an arbitration order, the strikers are entitled to their jobs back and planting any new replacements," Schoad said. "Since 350 employees of the Guild are still involved in the strike, the board has no plans to take any action.

"We were not informed of the Guild's decision to accept the offer, so we will not be taking any action.

The apparent influence of North Korean press is to bring the country's newspaper to the world's attention. North Korean newspapers are known for their pro-North stance.
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**ACC referees admit errors, move on**

By Joe MacGregor

**Winston-Salem, N.C.** - The Associated Press

Monday that three referees blew a call at the end of North Carolina State's victory over Wake Forest, but the league said the errors were minor.

"Those people are not out over it," said ACC Commissioner John Swofford, who added that the ACC would not be pursuing disciplinary action against the referees.

The ACC's rules committee had been meeting on Monday to consider how to handle any potential errors in officiating that occurred in the Wake Forest game.

In the game, Wake Forest forward Bernard James was called for a foul on a three-pointer by the Wolfpack with 2.9 seconds left in the game, allowing N.C. State to secure a 80-77 win. ACC officials mis-called the foul into the backcourt.

Swofford said that the ACC would now consider whether it was necessary to impose any penalties on the referees involved.

The Wake Forest game was the ACC's first regular-season game of the season and marked the return of former ACC players to the league.

Swofford said that the ACC had received a report on the game from the ACC's operations department and that the referees had been notified of the error.

"We are still in the process of evaluating the situation," Swofford said. "We are taking steps to ensure that this type of incident does not happen again in the future."

**Former Major League All-Star Kelly Gruber shifts his goals from walking again to making the cut after back surgery**

BY DAVID GIBSON

**FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.** - Kelly Gruber, a former Major League All-Star, has decided to shift his focus from improving his walking abilities to improving his golf game.

Gruber, 54, is recovering from back surgery and is currently working on regaining his golf swing.

"I had back surgery a few months ago and I'm improving every day," Gruber said. "I want to get back to playing golf and improving my game."

Gruber, who played on the PGA Tour from 1975 to 1983, was a two-time All-Star and was a key player on the 1979 and 1980 U.S. Ryder Cup teams.

He is currently working with a physical therapist to improve his mobility and also working with a swing coach to improve his golf swing.

"I've been working with a swing coach and trying to get back to my golf swing," Gruber said. "I want to get back to playing golf and improving my game."

Gruber's decision to focus on his golf game comes after he announced last month that he had been diagnosed with a degenerative spine condition.
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Gruber is in the process of joining the Champions Tour, which is for golfers who are 50 years old or older.
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**Sports Quiz**

How many top-ranked pros on the BASS stand are wanted by the BASS Masters Classic?

**Answer:** 5

**Springs Training Roundup, Page 3B**

NBA/NHL Roundups, Page 4B
For the Hawkeyes to make the tournament, they will have to play the game of the century in one of the three consecutive games, including three decisions in a row.
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Rams' Vermeil still backs troubled Phillips

By R.B. Fallaw
Associated Press

ST. LOUIS — The St. Louis Rams weren't given up on by coach Dick Vermeil in the wake of the three players arrested on charges of assault with a deadly weapon and driving under the influence of alcohol.

"He's like a son to me," said Vermeil, who made an emergency call to his home in a Texas suburb after the arrests late Sunday night. "I'm doing everything I can to help him and he can help me." The Rams haven't been able to get in contact with wide receiver Torry Holt, who was allegedly involved in a pub brawl.

"It's just another day at the office," said Vermeil. "I don't think that part of his background, I don't think that part of his thinking..."

Deadline Extended

Be a Candidate for Student Publications Inc.

The Student Publications Incorporation board is the governing body of The Daily Iowan. Candidates for Student Publications Inc. Board of Directors are needed. Student seats open include:

• Three 1-year terms
• Three 2-year terms

Duties include: monthly meeting, committee work, selecting editorial policy, equipment purchase and budget approval.

Pick up a S.P.I. nomination petition in Room 111 Communications Center.

Petitions must be received by Nicos, Fri., Feb. 21, 1997 in Room 111 CC. Election March 4.
Sports

Muresan, Bullets edge Bucks

LANDOVER, Md. (AP) — Jurevac Duda had 20 points and nine rebounds as the Wash­ington Bullets/lost to 94-93 in overtime.

Bullets/lost in overtime after trailing by as much as 12 points in the waning seconds of regulation. The Bullets offense scored 38 points in the first half and 23 in the third quarter.

The Bullets had led by 10 points with 18 seconds left in the third quarter. They scored just 13 points in the first half.

Cavaliers 108, Nets 101

on Saturday night in a 109-105 los­s to Bullets, who point lead and Allen missed a 14-foot baseline six 3-pointers—all in the second half—to foot-ll guard outrebounded New Jersey's 7-down 103-102.

Mighty Blues, Blackhawk Blues

The Hawks lost for the sixth straight time in this season for Montreal. It was Reggie Miller's eighth out of 10. The Hawks have scored 105 points this season.

WASHINGTON Bullets escaped w it h a 95-93 win in overtime to lead the Charlotte Hornets to a 124-110 victory over the Hornets.

Charles Barkley scored 21 points, nine rebounds, and seven assists for the Bullets.
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Oratorio takes African slaves’ journey to freedom in Hanover

By Greg Knellig

By Katharine Horowitz.

For African-American audiences, opera is their Carnegie Hall, their arena. It’s their grand jazz oratorio on slavery and freedom, will be performed tonight at 2 p.m. in Hancher Auditorium. Grammy-winner Wynton Marsalis, which will include black folk songs set to the work’s recordings, said the oratorio’s music is its greatest strength. It’s not an opera.
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